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Teach Yourself VISUALLY PowerPoint 2013Visual, 2013

	A straightforward, visual approach to learning the new PowerPoint 2013!


	PowerPoint 2013 boasts updated features and new possibilities; this highly visual tutorial provides step-by-step instructions to help you learn all the capabilities of PowerPoint 2013. It covers the basics, as well as all the exciting new changes and...
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2004: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2004
Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. Introducing first principles and the creation of 2D technical drawings, the author goes on to demonstrate construction of 3D solid model drawings and rendering of 3D models. Worked examples...
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Nikon D600 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Everything you need to know to take amazing photos with your Nikon D600


	This full-color, portable guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear, succinct descriptions of how the Nikon D600's features and functions work. Perfectly sized to fit in your camera bag, this portable guide offers professional advice...
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Microsoft Excel 2002 Visual Basic for Applications Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2001
Microsoft Excel is a powerful tool for  analyzing and presenting information. One of the strengths of Excel has always  been its macro language. Since Excel first appeared, it has always had the most  extensive and flexible macro language of any spreadsheet program. Visual Basic  for Applications (VBA) first appeared as part...
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Learning OpenCV: Computer Vision with the OpenCV LibraryO'Reilly, 2008
Learning OpenCV puts you right in the middle of the rapidly expanding field of computer vision. Written by the creators of OpenCV, the widely used free open-source library, this book introduces you to computer vision and demonstrates how you can quickly build applications that enable computers to "see" and make decisions based on the...
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My Xbox: Xbox 360, Kinect, and Xbox LIVEQue, 2012

	This is the quick, visual, one-stop tutorial for everyone who wants to get maximum fun and entertainment out of their Xbox 360, Xbox Live, and Kinect controller. Gaming experts Christina and Bill Loguidice cover everything Xbox has to offer, uncovering cool features and tools most users won't ever discover on their own. You learn how to...
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Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft® Visual Studio® LightSwitch® Unleashed


	Alessandro Del Sole


	 


	Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch represents a breakthrough in business application development for Windows clients, the Web, and the cloud....
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Cutting Rhythms: Shaping the Film EditFocal Press, 2009
Cutting Rhythms is about rhythm in film editing. It begins with the question, 'What can be said about the shaping of a film's rhythm in editing beyond 'it's intuitive'?' This question leads to an in-depth study of editors' rhythmic creativity and intuition, the processes and tools editors work through to shape rhythms, and the functions of...
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Windows 8.1: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Windows 8.1 continues the evolution of the most radical redesign in Microsoft’s history. It combines the familiar Windows desktop with a new, touchscreen-friendly world of tiles and full-screen apps. Luckily, David Pogue is back to help you make sense of it—with humor, authority, and 500 illustrations.

	
		The...
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Hacking BlackBerry: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Here's an even better way to get your BlackBerry fix
    

    Admit it. You're addicted to your BlackBerry. That's okay. Most usersare, and this book is just going to make it worse. Now you'll discover how to use your BlackBerry to retrieve documents, weatherforecasts, and Web infor-mation; use it as a wordprocessor or...
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iPad Made SimpleApress, 2010

	Get the most out of your iPad with iPad Made Simple—learn all the key features, understand what’s new, and utilize dozens of time-saving tips and tricks. This book includes over 740 pages of easy-to-read instructions and over 1,000 carefully annotated screen shots to guide you to iPad mastery.


	With iPad...
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The Photographic Image in Digital Culture (Comedia)Routledge, 2013

	This new edition of The Photographic Image in Digital Culture explores the condition of photography after some 20 years of remediation and transformation by digital technology.


	Through ten especially commissioned essays, by some of the leading scholars in the field of contemporary photography studies, a range of key topics...
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